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Chapter

Introduction

Academic senates in universities AND state colleges

have had the opportunity to be partners with administra.

tions in the governance of their institutions for many years°

The junior college faculties had never participated in

shared authority with their administration in institutional

governance, But with the passage of the Donahue Act of

19600 which elevated the community to the heady atmosphere

of higher education in California, the community college

faculties began to see themselves, for the first time, as

equals to their partners in higher education,

The move from administrative dominance or primacy of

the present toward shared authority in college governance

had now become one of the first orders of business in many

community colleges° The topic which had been heard for so

many years "Democracy in School Administrationws was now

the battle cry at the community college faculties,

The opportunity for organizing faculty senates in

California community colleges was given legitimacy by the

passage of Assembly Concurrent Resolution too 489 At long

last the faculty members of community colleges were able

to feel that they were really part of higher education

and had gained a semblance of respeotability and were able

to identify with their partners in higher education, the
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univernities and state college6.4a

Tha community college senates have been in operation

for a full five years and the strides made toward their

participation in college governance has had road blocks

and detours in its peth but these strides, no matter how

short, have been moving forward steadily toward en in-

creased sharing of authority with administration in the

governance of the community colleges,

Purposes

It was the purpose of this study to (1) review the

steps leading to the formation of faculty senates, (2)

determine the ?unctions of community college faculty sen-

ates, (3) determine the current status of faculty senates

from selected interviews with faculty and administrators

of community colleges, and (4) formulate guidelines which

may lead to better understanding and collegiality in the

shared authority of community college governance.

Significance of Study

The community college faculty senates have been in

operation for five years in California, end a study of

the trials end tribulations which occurred during this

period of incubation may shed some light an future actions

to be taken by both administration and faculty members in

the development of a collegial atmosphere in institutional

governance.

In a paper preset by John Lombardi, Assistant
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Seeerfeltendent° Los Angeles Junior College Df,_strict° at

a Junior College Leadership Pro a. sponsorad by UC.L,A..0.

he observed that the:

Basic. idea of collegiality is the absence
of the superior.subordtaate relationship
so essential in business and military or-
gan izations, In a college° the faculty are
educat'iona'l and intellectual equals of the
president. (1143 )

With the development of strong collegial structure

within the community college° the traditional role of the

faculty which has been that of advisement without response.

ibility or policy determination in college governance° there

will evolve a true partnership between the president and

the faculty in the sharing of audierity for governing their

college

Community college senates° during this five year period,

have undergone organizational problems, a search for their

identity in the institutional structure° a struggle for

egalitarianism with the administration and the flexing of

their muscles to assert a new and unfamiliar power that

they never had before.

During this period they have learned their strengths

and limitations, and by applying the lessons they have

learned to the future, the growth and development of the

faculty senate as a full partner in institutional governance

will move at a steady, cooperative fulfilling pace.

Limitations

The time limit for the preparation of this paper
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limited the depth of the study°

The interviews sample was small and could not be

used as a representative sample for all community colleges,

There was no attempt made to evaluate the success

of the faculty senates in the colleges visited°

The responses to the questionnaire wore personal

opinions of the interviewee and could have some degree

of prejudice, depending on which side of the desk they

were sitting,



Chapter Ile

Review of the Literature,

The Caminetti Aut of 1907 established post-

highschool education as a reality tm California; and

the subsequent legislation strengthened; liberalized

and expanded the concept of public junior college edu-

cation in California, Daring this period the Junior

college faculty; small at first, grew in size as the

concept of the junior college expanded out of all pro-

portions to the educated prognostications of the experts

Recruited at firste from the ranks of secondary

education; the junior college instructors still had a

stronger affinity for his past association with the high-

schools than they did with universities and colleges,

John Lombardi; writing in the Junior College Journale

feels that this could be attributed to several factors :

(1) the lack of junior college faculty statewide or-

ganization; and (2) teachers transferring: from high

schools to junior colleges had new freedom from class

loads; increased salaries; and as a consequence, this

contrast made the junior college instructor more comm.

placent over a longer period of ttmeo (219)

The increase in size of the junior colleges in

California brought forth In faculties the feeling of

insecurity and the loss ofidentity with the organization,

Robert Presthus brings this into focus when he observed:
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Alienation among faculty members is asso-
ciated with sizes and the bigger the schooly
the more anxiety among faculty many and more
tension be administration and faculty°
(3:22)

The faculties of junior colleges were searching far

some group or groups that would bring them together and

give than identity's buts instead of looking internally

for the development of a close knit organization to rep-

resent them° they attached themselves to external organ

izations such as the California Teachers Associations

which represented eighty percent of the teachers in

California° The C°T°A° was trying to be all things to

all people as Bill Priest points out and it wasnot long

befoee the junior college faculty realised that the C.T.A.

was more interested in the elementary and secondary majority

than they were in them 00)

Still searching for organizations to assist them,

some junior college faculties started chapters of the

American Federation of Teachers in their colleges° Daniel

Holloway stated:

If our educational, institutions resemble
General Motors plants in size and spirit:
(if our) administrators think and talk like
GmMes executives/ we should net be surprised
if our faculties begin "to think like members
of the United Auto 1rJ orkers0" (5:24)

This move for external assistance° even to the accept.

anee of a labor union for professional peoples was a search

for identity and a longing for recognition*

The California Junior College Association had a golden

opportunity for the development of a strong faculty group
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During the five years of faculty senate existence

as a legal entity, much has been accomplished to bring

about Change in participation of the faculty in college

governance, but from a survey of the literature and direct

interviews with faculty and administrators, one recognizes

that only the surface has been scratohedo

Both faculty and administrators are looking forward to

the next five years of faculty participation, some eagerly,

others with apprehension. However, faculty participation is

a reality and its strength in partnership of school governance

will increase,
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were not met and the expectation of identity with the

groups did not leave much to be desired.

The Donahue Act of 1960, which legalized the Master

Plan for Higher Education in California, joined the junior

college with the other segments of higher education in

the state. This gave the junior college statue as a

partner with the University of California, and the State

Colleges.

There VAS immediate aoceptanoe by the junior college

facnitius as having attained a new identity. No longer

did the past affinity for highsohool ties exist, but ,,:ow

they could identify with the "Community of higher education."

Even though the faculty identify with higher education

ratb;v than secondary education, and although they conclude

that L :air rights privileges and responsibilities must be

commensurate with their official membership in higher eta

mationo the president - faculty relationships do not

parallel exactly those of senior institutions. (1144)

However, junior college faculties, as they see them-

selves now, identify with their counterparts of higher

education and look to them for guidance in striving for

more Participation in institutional governance. (4:5)

1342Ang a member of the Coordinating Council for

Higher Education was just one more brick in the structure

that enhanced and strengthened the junior college faculty's

self concept in its new role, as a full partner in higher

education.
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All faculty interviewed gave a strong definite firer,

to this questioa,
Wac:flar

Community college is a paIt of higher
education in California and 3.-"k. should

be treated "lice they are partners -i;ith
universities and sts;te colloses,

Provided le2a1 basis for feaulty advise.
sant to administation and board of sov,,
ernors,

E7611 though there wol'e some strong fac-
ulty associmtions F, they had no prior
legal status,

The does not retltriat top) c3 which
can be discussed by faculty senate and
administration.

Gave faculty undei4standinrs of admitra.
ti V G responsibility ii

Th5s law had a solidifying influence on
external groups which of presontad the
faculty in the past, and rot ht them
togethag' in one internal group.

Developed a stronger voice in f...Astitutional
policy -aakin

The law tira. `'_ probably brought about bocause
atanistrators ignored faculty pleas and
recommendations for a stroner part In
determining "policy".

All the faculty people intorviowed rtated that the

41nton Act of 1965 was the prlfrary Inhibftter to an or-

derly method of ncgotintion bC;ween the faculty cenate and

attiminiBtrationp Th y felt th'a vlinton Act was needed for
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tile only reasirrinsfTerabor of the
tripartite mnster plan for h' her
edeoaion in California without
Bluth a feoulty orgaaization; and
Whereasn the junior ()alleges me
to be organieen ern eftieletered
as a separate and independent syn.
tem of nigher education under the
state board of education nown
tbereforen be it
Resolved by the Aesembly of the State
of Californiato the Senate thereof
coneurring that the state board of
education is hereby rerraeated to pro-
vide for the esteblishmant of each
junior oollege of an acalgaic senate
council wherein the l'aoulty members
shall be freely selooted by their
collsagees for the p urpose of rep.
resenting than in the formation of
policy on academie and professional
matters at such junior collegesgee"(10)

14)

la

bardi Nes that this ;lot "expresses sueeinctly

the identification of the junior college with higher cduca'

tionw (2:10)

Vaveulisn in his survey of Knitzers stuff. "Faculty

Handbooke in 196rt reported that facelty handbocke disolosed

that the role of tho faoulty peior to the enactment of JkoC0110

No;; 48© was not couteeived terms of voltoy-determinationn

but rather in terms emphezizjn3 procedural Information

all :32) However` t a sureny by this evitern of faculty

handbooks since the le eirtg of raeulty sanatean disclosed

that the faculty handbcoks of aevaral jualor colleges were

explicit in the purposes of the faculty senatco The pure.

poses of the faculty senate as stated by iloarpark College

Faculty Handbooki; i3 reprecantative of handbooks surveyed,

It reads:



(1) JIPETIEll
ai To participate in the fomation

of polioies and procedures in academic
Professional and salary matters,

(b) To facilitate commmication among
faculty admInistration and governing
boards in all matters relating to
Junior college education.

(2) Membershik
lai AID, certificated personnel employed

by the college for at least eight
hours per week whose current as
signment places them an the "Salary
Schedule for Certificated Staff's
and/or does not require an adminie-
trattre credential shall be members°

(b) Members may resign at any time by
notifying the President of the Senate
in writing:: (12 134 )

Additional information as to the structure of the

senate was included in the handbook, but the sections quoted

above seemed to be the most pertinent Innovation over previous

handbooks,

The functions of the academic senate have not been

clearly defined, In interviews with both administrators

and facultye they felt that there is a need for a more de-

finitive statement by legal at to place the functions of

the senate in the proper perspective. They also cg reed

that it was the obligation of the administration and fac-

ulty to Join together in formalizing a structure that could

be used in clearly defining faculty participation in college

governance

Even though the state board of education adopted the

faculty point of view in defining the faculty9



faculty as those certifieated persons who
teach full time as junior college or other
full time certificated persons who do not
perform services for the college that re-
qui re an administrative or supervisory
credential (13)

4."
Ablabila WI7W84 AiVIAA.1u c$4.01W%0120c) ..16U MOUMU.A.J.DUAlig

true identification of faculty senate functions.

Here againv the external groups° the A.0F.T.0 and

the C.S;PI.F..Aos have picked up the loose ball and tried to

make yardage withits but have only been able to have opin-

ions rendered by county councils that have not strength

ened the position of the faculty senates!,

Like anew marriages the faculty senate and adminis.

tratIon were making adjustments to each other on the com-

position and functions of the faculty senate. and while this

was taking places a serpent in the guise of new legislation

came into the garden of Eden and threatened the very exist-

once of the faculty senate.

This serpent was the Winton Act (Education Code

Section 13080.13088) which had these distinguishing features :

20 It mandates that school districts
*shall meet and confer with employee
representatives. Statement of typical
statutes stipulate terms of to negotiate
in good faith".

20 It provides that teachers shall be rep.
resented on a proportional basis when more
than one teacher organization is involved.

3. No impasse procedure is stipulated. (15:21)

No other law which pertains to education is more con.

troversial as far as the junior colleges are concerned.

All of tho interviewees stated:

There is no place for the Winton Act in
junior colleges. We agree that it is
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necessary for elementary and secondary
schooled, but we have legality0 to meet
and confer" in A.C.R. No°48,

The Winton Act has done more to confuse the issue of

faculty representation in junior colleges than any other

act.

After years of trying to obtain recognition and partic-

ipation in college governance. the Winton Act places an ob-

stacle to orderly negotiations between administration and

faculty senates by adding a third dimension, negotlatiz:

council to an already tenuous situation° (16)

This study will not describe the controversies concern-

ing policy making which exists between edministratces and

faculty senates This subject has been ably reviewed in a

report "Policy-Making in the Junior College: Faculty and

Administration Sales ac .d Relationships" by Bruce La Paulson°

He Eltatess

There is nothing new about the problem of
faculty and administration controversy over
their respective sales in policy making
however9 the intensity of the controversy
and the relevance of the issues certainly
makes it a problem of current critical
concern --Today, the questions of authori4
and responsibility for governance seem to be
manifesting themselves in junior college seg-
ments of higher education (15:1)

At present, one must surely recognise that there is a

change taking place in junior college governance. There is

a shifting to a newer system of management where participation

on the continuum is from "little participation" to "much

participationa" (17 )
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Likert in his book New Patterns of Management"

provides a rough continuum which he labels from "a" to

"1" and states that:

participation will increase employee
motivation and productivity, and that
the greater the amount of participatiem
the greater the Imneficial effect* (17:242)

Be also observed:

Participation should not be thought of
as a single process or activity, but
rather as a whole range of processes and
activities* (17:242)

Bo Lamar Johnson presented ten major principles in

formulating guidelines for faculty participation in ad-

ministrative affairs of the college as follows:

1. Responsibility for administration and operation
of junior colleges in California and many other
states is, by law, veC;ed in a board of trustees*

20 Powers and responsibilities of administration
and other faculty are, and must be, assigned
by the board of trustees,

3o If the instghtso views, and judgments of the
faculty are absent in college policy, the college
sufferso

40 The powers and responsibilities of board members,
college administrative officers, and other staff
members must be clearly stated and readily avail-
ataep usually in the form of a board policy man-
ual and a faculty handbook or codebook.

30 Authority to study, rlommend and advise on
college policy and operation can be a notably
importmnt powers,

60 If the faculty, through committee assignments,
etc0 spends an undue amount of time on admin-
istration the college suffers,

70 Since the community college must be responsive
to community needs, efficiency and flexibility
must be built into any plan of operation.

80 Most community colleges are comprehensive in
nature, the academic division being only a part
of the total program: hence, the w*rd "academic"
should be omitted from the name of any senate,
oouncil, or other faculty organization purporting
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to represent the fatuity as a whole.

90 When the same facts an an issua are available
to both administration and faculty:, there is
usually agreement on a solution,
a, This suggests establishing the means for

having the facts availables perhaps through
an office of institutional research,

b, This suggests also having effective lines
of communication between administration and
faculty,

10a There is no single best plan of organization
for faculty participation in college affairs,
The success of any plan must ultimately depend
on a feeling of goodwill between administration
and staff, (18)

These guidelines show increases in participation whicho

like Likert°s observationsc increase motivationt efficiency9

productivity and a spirit of cooperation not previously at.

tainable under autocratic administration,

Louis Reiss proposes a continuum of participation in

college governance with graduations from

AdminAstratkve Dominancy
decisions made unliaterallY by saminm
istratian without faculty participation,
WtitravePr

iB tion consults Tiith fatuity but
makes policy and decisions*

Sn y
s effective influence in decision

making.
Faculty Primacy,

Prior consultation with administration
but decision making with faculty,

making by faculty, (0)

Reiss describes the 3unior college as generally ad.

Wistrative Prtmacy, but notes that those is evidence that

the increase in consultation with faculty senates will lead

to more shared authority,
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During the five years of faculty senate existence

as a legal entity° much has been accomplished to bring

about change in participation of the faculty in college

governance° but from a survey of the literature and direct

interviews with faculty and administrators, one recognizes

that only the surface has been Borate/1(9C

Both faculty and administrators are looking forward to

the next five years of faculty participation, some eagerly,

others with apprehension, However, faculty participation is

a reality and its strength in partnership of school governance

will increase*
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Chapter III.

Interviews

Do you feel that the law A,C,R. Mao 48 has been a

valuable addition to community colleges in the State?

Why?

Administrators

To this question all administrators answered yese

but gave individual opinionsv such as

This law was a mandate from the lugisft
lature to create this body in community
collegesv and the establishment of a
faculty senate in the community college
was long overdue°

Opened avenues of communication which
had been "garbled" by the old faculty
association and administration°

Gave the faculty an opportunity to organ-
ize under legal auspices and express
opinions,

Gave the faculty a voice in constitutional
affairs.

It has given the administration the op
portunity to use the faculty senate in
policywmaking

Has made the faculty more aware of their
responsibilities in institutional planning
and render invaluable assistance to ado.
ministrators,

The law has helped prevent power struggles
from external professional organizations,
who were influencing faculty and causing
organizational havoc°

All administrators were strongly opposed to the Winton

Act and hoped it could be set aside as far as community
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college was concerned. They felt the 4inton Act was

in direct conflict with A.C.R. No. 482 which was

ideally suited for the purpose of meeting and con-

ferring,

Faculty

All faculty interviewed gave a strong definite

to this questioa,
teather

Community college is a part of higher
education in California and 1, should
be treated 71ke they are partners with
universities and state eolleges.

Provided legal basis for faculty advise-
ment to administration and board of gov-
ernors,

Even though there were some strong fac-
ulty associationso they had no prior
legal statusa

The law does not restriet topics which
can be discussed by faculty senate and
administration.

Gave faculty understanding of administra.
tive responsibility.

This lam had a solidifying influence on
external, groups which represented the
faculty in the pastf, and brought them
together in one internal group.

yes

Developed a stronger voice in institutional
polloy-making.

The law was probably brought about because
administrators ignored faculty pleas and
recommendations for a stronger part in
determining "polloy".

All the faculty people interviewed stated that the

Winton Act of 1965 was the priloary inhibitor to an or.

derly method of negotiation between the faculty senate and

adininistrationo They felt the Winton Act was needed for
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elementary and secondary schools in California 2 but with

A.C.R. No 48 the junior college had the nelessary vehicle

to carry them toward their goal. They stated their senates

are working with the new academic senate for California

community colleges in trying to get the community colleges

out from under the Winton Act, and hoped this could be ae-

comPlished within the next year.

What do you feel has been the most important aspect of

the faculty senate in your* college in the last five years?

illaratateata

Unifying effect on the faculty by. bringing
together of all parties, C.T.A.,
A.A.U.P., and old faculty assoeit :ons*

Developed lateral communication between
divisions which had previously been dif-
ficult due to their own vested interest
which narrowed their horizons. They now
look at the institutional picture as a
whole.

Brings forth creative ideas which had been
inhibited in the past.

Administration can obtain support of
faculty by asking the faculty senate to
help in arriving at decisions.

Brought about immediate new communication
channels .

Better cooperation with adminictration and
board,

The senate sits on the committee to select
administrative personnel.

One administrator said he did not have to act as

"mediator" any more between board and faculty on salary

matters as he and the senate ironed out all differences

and presented a united front to the board.

All administrators said there were still some tensions
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but these ware not serious and could be ntzotiated to

the sivtisfactior of both parties,

Another administrator felt that the cooperatlon of

his senates after they became familiar with institutional

problems, was the greatest thing that happened during the

five year period,

Faopit2,

Served to bring about communication
among all parts of the institutions
facultys studentss administration and
b+ de

Chairman of the senate now has a perma
sent "slot" on the boardo

Provided machinery for discussion,

More voice in policy-makings and "it
works at our oollegepo

"The students used to play the faculty
against the administrations but nows
with the lines of commmnication opens
the feculty and administration have
their eyes open and work well together
in all areaso"

Cut down on !Inside politics because
faculty is new a unit which supports it
senate,

"It has been slow but it is now sure,
our administrator rsarizes the importance
of open lines of communication, This was
dIffioult to overcomes but the next few
years will see a complete of eneas in all
matterso"

"-ahem we go to the board there is never
any friction between the administrator
and the senates because we have come to
an understanding prior to the board
meeting,"

"We have developed a mixed group composed
of administration., faculty and studentss
which work on policy recommendaticns,
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This procedure has had outstanding results,

Does your faculty participate in policy-making

decislons?

g inistrators

"Yeses in the last two years I have tried
to involve the faculty senate in every
policy to be presented to the boardll but
sometimes it takes them so long to reach
a decision that it is neoessary for me to
make an independent decision,"

"From the inception of the senate under
A,C0110 No0480 I have gradually brought
them into all policy-making areas of the
institution,"

sqle had. at our collegian a very strong
faculty council which organized the 1961

and they sat on the
policy -making body at that time. The
present system was derived troy the plan
which was established in 1961s and the
senate now takes the counciPs place on
the policy body, If any policy affects
the faculty15 it must be voted on by the
entire faculty within thirty days of the
formulation of that policy() If the faculty
rejects the new policy2 it is not presented
to tho board for ratification*
"This is the key to our existence at our
college2 and the faculty senate plays a
very strong role in all policy issues"

Faculty

"The senate being part of the wlicy-making
body has Just starte6 at our college, We
have had to force our way into this area as
our president is a very strong man and feels
the faculty senate must prove itself each
time to be in on the formulating of policy,
But times 3.11 changeom

"Our senate sometimer, seems to have a majority
of adminiezation leaning people an it2 and
I feel the senate is manipulated by the admin-
istrators Alson the administrator gives °lip
servio& to the senate's role in paleyamaking
and only lets us work on really minor pc.icy
matters*"
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"Our board is still apprehensive about faculty
senate power° but I feel this was precipitated
by the administratoes reaction to the senatev
which 1,5 stand-offinh and has the effect of say.
ing without words that he is the boss mad what
does the faculty know about college issues any-
way?"

110rer boards, except tor one member, who thinks he
runs the college; appreciates the senate9s partic-
ipation in college activities; and are not the
least apprehensive about us"

"Basically yes. It is a forward looking board
and we have continuous communication with them
and also extremely good rapport,"

Do you feel the senates role is clearly defined?

Ateialltrepgre
"Yes t, at our college, but I an not sure this is
the ease 8We...wide, Sometimes the external groups
play the tune and the senate loses its effective
nem, It the Winton Amt can be repealed the senate''s
role will be much more definitive0"

"Yee, but there are still areas that need defer.
and the next five years should give greater clarity,"

l'aiminate the Winton Act which tends to have a
divisive effect on the faculty; and then the role
of the senate will have definition,"

Esoulty_

"Not as it should boo So many on the feoulty are
apathetic and donut take ssustained interest in
the senate6s position, They seem to be more in-
terested in the professional dues paying groups
that they belong to than to the senate, Buto
with a more definitive role assigied to the
senate by the administration, the faculty will
take a more active interest,"

"There is a need for the faculty senate and ad-
ministration to sit down and formal/ ze a strua-
ture far the senates place in the institutionus
hierarchy, This will clearly define the senates
role,"
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Faculq,

The faculty agree that on the whole they cooperated

with the board. However some faculty members said they

reserved the right to disagree, with policy change, and

felt more communication nth-both administration and board

would encourage a better feeling of 000peration.

One faculty senate member said he felt he could

present the faculty case to the board and he would not be

ignored. This gave a good feeling of cooperation.

Do you ask for assistance from your senate on policy

or does the senate initiate its own studies on policy for

recommendation to the administration?

AtataILMIKLI

All the administrators stated this is accomplished

both ways,

one administrator said he welcomed faculty initiated

ideas for new policy. He also said he has always had the

good fortune to have olose liaison with the senate as

the administrators are included as senate members,

aslant

All agreed that the administration asks for assistance

an policy Issues.) However° some of the faculty feel that

the administrators ask for assistance only an peripheral

issues and not on the truly important issues that have to

do with policy.

One faculty member said° "Ws up to the senate to

educate the administrators° that the faculty senate is a

responsible body and they are working toward the same goal



a smoother operating institution,

Laid your senate begin by making demands, or did it

make cautious well defined moves in its development?

Aggalst.....ratore
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colleges mate cautious well defined moves in organizing,

and did not make demands,

Cne administrator stated that he "felt if his senate

had come out of its corner swinging with demands, the whole

conception of senate participation in policy formulation,

would have collapsed, because it would have alienated an

already apprehensive board of trustees, and the damage

done would have been irreparable,"

Faculty

All faculty interviewed said that their senate was

formed with deliberation and that they did not make demands

or go out of their way to find areas of concern just to be

arbitrary, but, instead, they made cautious well defined

moves in their development,: However, all agreed that at

no time were they considered to be "rubber stamps,*

Do you feel that operating with a faculty senate is

preferable to the days prior to the senates inoeption?

AdWaratsra
The answer to this question was an unqualified °Absolutely,

Some of the administrators stated that
prior to the senate, it was faster and
03asier to formulate policy, but the rem
sating conflicts caused so much dis-
senticu that it really dint save any
times

One administrator said "the old days were
good because I could be an autocrat but
I soon found out that the feoulty seemed
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to be against me and it was not really as
harmonious as I thought it was,*

Faculty,

"Yes, the operation of the institution
under the present system is pTeferable
to the past, but a democratic organize,
tion is harder to run than an autocratic
one. However, the feeling were part of
the system is great."

"The old system was run by "crony* but
that's all over nova"

"Really, when you look back, you wonder
how the faculty was able to look itself
in the eye. We were more like mice than
Caen 0"

Is there anything you would do differently in working

with your senate, if you had a chance to start ever?

AdakiMtEl.
"Yes, I would put more responsibility on
the senate from the start to let them de-
velop some authority e"

"No, we have had a senate here prior to
A.C.R. No.480 so most of the violent struggle
between external groups for control of the
faculty had been overcomer and the senate
was functioning smoothly by the time the

law was on the boolm."

"Yes, the administration took a hands off
attitude at the inception of the senate, so
it did not have a chance to become involved.
From this attitude they have been excluded
tram participating in senate matters° and
there is an unseen line of demarcation be-
tween faculty and administrations"

"If I had it to do over again, I would be-
cone involved and see that the administration
would become part of the senate, as it is in
some of the other community colleges."
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"The senate has changed through the years but
still there is not the cohesiveness one would
expects The senate has ups and downs with
changes in leadership° and this has had a
deleterious effect on the maintenance of co-
hesivenessa"

"We have been very careful to see that our lead-
ership in the senate is maintained at a high
level of competencys because we learned from
bitter experience what weak leadership can do
to the cohesiveness of the senates It took us
two years to recover and regain our former
stature in the eyes of the administration and
facultys"

Do you feel the junior college senate will be as power.

ful as the university senates:t

Administrators

"Non the law pertaining to the university senates
grants more power and the community college law
limits the senate to 'meet and confer* but not
much powers The Winton Aot has had a deleterious
effect an the present oommunity college laws

"Nos the community college senate is too close to
the local board elected by the community& which
will relinquish powers if any, very slowlys to
the senates"

"Nos I don't believe sop providing the structure
remains the same& Butt, if the state oommunity
college board is granted wore powers and the comma
munity college gets out from under the secondary
systems yea 0"

"The senate of the cowlunity colleges in California
are forming a statewide organization which will
bring quite a lot of pressure on the legislature
to change present lawssand I feel this will see
aohange in power for the community college senabess"

"No, but this is a personal opinions The local
board of trustees will not grant the senates addi-
tional power in decision-makings but !eep this
power for themselvess"

"Nos because there has been some nezative reaction
against the university of California senates and
their operations The granting of additional power
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"Our board is still apprehensive about faculty
senate power, but I feel this was precipitated
by the administrator's reaction to the senate
which is stand-offish and has the effect of say
ing without words that he is the boss, and what
does the faculty know about college issues any-
way?"

Our board, exoept for one members who thinks he
runs the college, appreciates the senate's partic-
ipation in college activities, and are not the
least apprehensive about us."

"Basically yen, It is a forward looking board
and we have continuous communication with them
and also extremely good rapport."

Do you feel the senate's role is clearly defined?

M !W. Atr tags

"Yes, at our college, but I am not sure this is
the case eta: Ire-wide. Sometimes the external groups
play the tune and the senate loses its effective-
ness. If the Winton Act can be repealed the senate's
role will be much more definitive."

"Yes, but there are still areas that need defining
and the next five years should give greater clarity."

"Eliminate the Winton Act which tends to have a
divisive effect on the faculty, and then the role
of the senate will have definition."

Faculty,

Not as it should be. So many an the faculty are
apathetic and don't take a sustained interest in
the senate's position. They seem to be more in-
Uprooted in the professional dues paying groups
that they belong to than to the senate, But,
with a more definitive role assigned to the
senate by the administration, the faculty will
take a more active interest."

"There is a need for the faculty senate and ad-
ministration to sit down and formali ze a strun-
ture for the senate's place in the institution's
hierarchy. This will olearly define the senate's
role."
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"No, not as far as authority is concerned. Some
feel the senate should deal with all issues while
others feel it should deal with only certain issuesa
Until a formal definition of the senate's role is
established, thecae will continue to be organized

chaos.*

"I think the state law could spell out more deft.
finitely the senate's role in the community college.
This would have a unifying effect on the faculty
as well as define the parameters within which the
senate could act."

Do you feel your senate is a strong cohesive body?

min S Etalt....0143

"Yes. In the last two years it has developed
cohesiveness, but before that time it was a loose
conglomerate of opposing factions."

"Yes. However, it varies with the leadership of
the senate chairman."

"It the chairman is strong and willing to
work, the senate and faculty become a cohesive
unit, but if the chairman is weak, others in the
senate start pulling different ways and the senate
loses its unification. It generally takes about
a year for the senate to recover from weak leaderw
ship."

"Yes. our senate has always been fortunate in
having strong firm leadership which has been a
blessing for them, as it has developed a very
strong cohesive bond with the senate."

Our senate has really been in operation since
39510 so it has a cohesiveness developed by age
and understanding of its role. Like good wine
it has mellowed and become more palatable with
age."

PaoultY,

In the last two years the senate has gained the
respect of the faculty, and this has induced
new strength and coalescence.

"Yes, pretty strong. The faculty now gives
unanimous support to the senate ° s position on
all issues."
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"The senate has changed through the yearse but
still there is not the cohesiveness one would
expect. The senate has ues and downs with
changes in leadershipu and. this has had a
deleterious effect on the maintenance of CO'
hesiveness."

"We have been very careful to see that our lead
ership in the senate is maintained at a Mesh
level of competencyc because we learned from
bitter experience that weak leadership can do
to the cohesiveness of the senate. It took us
two years to recover and regain our former
stature in the eyes of the administration and
faculty."

Do you feel the ,lunior college senate will be as powere

fal as the university senates

Administrators

"Non the law pertaining to the university senates
grants more power and the community college law
limits the senate to 'meet and confer' but not
much power. The Winton Aet has had a deleterious
effect on the present oommunity college law.

"Not the community college senate is too close to
the local board elected by the amenity, which
will relinquish power* if any e very slowlyv to
the senate."

"Noe I don't believe soe providing the structure
remains the same. Bute if the state community
college board is granted eore poweru and the come
*unity college gets out frxa under the secondary
system, yea a"

"The senate of the comeunity colleges tn California
are forming a statewide organization which will
bring quite a lot of pressure an the legislature
to change present laws ,and I feel this will see
achange in power for the community college senaberelw

Far.aulti

"Noe but this is a personal opinion. The local
board of trustees will not grant the senates addle
tional power is deoisionemakinge but keep this
power for themselves."

No because there has been some negative reaction
against the univeraity of California senates and
their operation. The granting of additional power



to community college senates will be extremely
slow, and at present there is no legal basis
for the local boards to &aegste any of their
functions to the faculty senates*"

"Our only hope is that by forming a statewide
organization of (Immunity college academic senates,
will we be able to present a unified front in ask.
in for and obtaining, leeisIative changes In the
present lawt AdejR4 No. Lj8 This could expand
the power of community oollege senates but
dcn t think it will ever approach the power of
the university of if

From your perceptJon R what do you feel will be

the most important thrust of the facialty senates of come'

munity colleges in the next five yeats?

Adminis4krators

The administrators felt the most important thrusts

could be listed an follows:

l0 Forced to deal uith student activism*

20 Work with institutional budgetry problems0

30 Work to split community colleges from 'unified
districts*

1*(1 Develop a statewide community college salary
schedule*

50 Expand the new A0S,C,C0C0 to take a more
active part in community college affairso

60 Strive for more cooperation at all levels of
higher education

70 Seek a more active role in policy formula.
tiara and decisiani.making in community cel1e6rao

Bo Seek a more professional approach to gainingtheir goalso

90 Work diligently to replal the Winton Ac
influence an oomuunity collogesc,
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2Reatit

The faculty feels their thrust in the next five

years will be:

lo More influence in department and division
policy and decisions°

20 Selection of administrators who will operate
the college,

3. Seek an equality of power and responsibility
in recommending policy and decision-making0
but not administering it

4. Seek release time for senate ehairmmn.

50 Develop statewide salary schedule°

6. Seek to gain politica strength through A.S. C.C.00

70 Not try to mimic the university senatesu but
gain Dauer in their own sphere of higher edit.
cation.

80 Seek better working conditions

9. Work to repeal the Winton Act°

100 Work to have all community colleges free from
unified districts°

There is a distinct similarity of views by both

administrators and faculty on the question of future thrwsts

by the ormmunity college senator but both agree that if

there has been a spirit of cooperation achieved between

these two, they will work together to bring about their

goalsv which will place the community colleges in a stronger

position in California higher education°
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9. The facultrs prImary function is to teachr
and if too much time is spent trying to ad
minister the colleges teaching sufferc.

100 Faculty senates and the administratiou should
establish formal arralgaments through which
the senate nay exercise yore influence in
Policy-making.

11. Continued faculty antagonism toward the ad-
ministration seems to be unwarranted es the
faculty gains more voice in the college
operations.

12. The faculty needs to make a thorough study
of budgetsuoy conditions of the colleges, so
they will.be cognizant of fiscal problems,

13. The senate upends too much time debating
issues which slows down the decisimn*making
process

140 Administrators should have the opportunity of
being senate members.

150 The move toward collegiality of institutional
operation should be an actual practice and
not just thearetieal.

16G Administrators need assurance that theffaculty
senate is not just looking for areas of con.
cern to keep the pot boiling.

17. Administrators recognize the right of faculty
members to join without threat of reprisal
any external group concerned with faculty rep -
resentation v but these groups should not inter-
fere with faculty responsibility to the college.

10 Lines of communication must be open to all
savants of the college.

20 The Winton Act must be repealed

30 The administration and faculty should work
to separate community colleges from unified
districts.

40 The senates must have strong leadershipt

50 Administration must grant faculty senates a
greater role in polity-making.

60 Clear definition of senate role must be pro-
nouncode
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70 The A.S.C.C*C0 must have the unqualified sup..
part of all faculty senates*

8. There should be more oontaot with board mem-
bers to alleviate areas of concern.

9. The senate should work hard to dispel the
feeling of apathy that exists within the
faculty*

100 The senate should develop closer working
agreements with departments and divisions*

110 The senate should have the opportunity to
recommend to the board their choice to fill
administrative 'agencies*

120 The senate should develop a committee to
review all budgetary matters of the college

13. The senate should reserve the right to call
in specialists to review the budget if it
feels the administration budget is not sa
isfactory0

140 The senate should be the only representative
of the faculty on college issues

15o The administration must keep hands off the
senate and not try to manipulate it through
senate *cronies*"

II* Conclusions

The senate,. in community colleges is now a fast and

with five years of organization and operation behind it,

they can now move forward to strengthen and solidify their

position,

It was interesting to note from the interviews with

selected *alleges that there was very little differences

of opinion between the administrators and faculties* This

more or less proved to me that there is actually lees con-

troversy between these two mganizations than the liter

ature gives them credit for

To be sure, this was a small sample, but covered the
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community colleges from small to larger and from urban

to rural, However, a thorough study of the faculty

senate and its role in the comity college would be

well worth undertakings

With the formation of the new AwS,C.C.00 it would

seam to this writer that they would be interested in

polling their members to obtain information an which to

build and expand their sphere of influence in the com-

munity colleges of California,

I propose to contact Mre Sheridan Beglando the new

chairman of ApS.C9C.00 to see if there is any way to

develop a proposal for a doctoral dessertation0
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